Spend pleasant moments in the cutest ZOO in Slovakia.

Test your strength and courage in the latest high rope park.

Take 155 steps for an amazing view from the highest church tower in Slovakia.

Express your most secret desires at the Place of Wishes and touch one of the oldest medieval bells in Slovakia.

Have fun at the lido or take a swim at the indoor swimming pool. Relax and enjoy the Ceragem massage.

Experience the atmosphere of the longest fusiform square in Europe.

Enter the Slovak Paradise.

**FAMILY STAY FULL OF EXPERIENCE**

Pack whole your family and enjoy a stay full of fun and unforgettable experience in Spišská Nová Ves from **129 €**.

**SPIŠSKÁ NOVÁ VES**

an ideal place for a family holiday with rich and attractive offer for spending your leisure time.
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The cutest ZOO in Slovakia
★ 300 animals of 110 species, including endangered ones recorded in the Red Book
★ all big cats – The Spotted Leopard, The Ussuri Tiger, The Desert Lion, The American Jaguar
★ all year round open AQUATERRA Pavilion (crocodiles, surikates, clown fish ‘Nemo’, ...)
★ 2 playgrounds, inflatable castle and giraffe, children’s autodrome, trampoline, horse riding
★ refreshment, patisserie
★ ZOO shop
www.zoosnv.sk

MONKEYLAND High Rope Park
★ the latest and safest high rope park in Slovakia
★ located in the immediate proximity to the ZOO
★ 4 trails with various levels of difficulty, including one for the youngest
★ 7 obstacles at a height of 1 m
★ total of 37 obstacles at a height of 3 – 4 m
★ overall length 500 m
★ average completion time 30 – 60 min.
★ safety ensured by the so-called ‘endless rope’ safety system
www.monkeyland.sk

The highest church tower in Slovakia
★ one of the most famous landmarks of the town and Spiš region
★ the height of the tower of the Roman-Catholic Parish Church of the Virgin Mary’s Assumption is 87 m
★ the highest placed belfry in Slovakia – five bells
★ so-called Šmertny bell (1486) by Ján Wagner
★ spectacular views of the longest fusiform square in Europe
★ unique panorama of the High Tatras and the surrounding Spiš region
www.spisskanovaves.eu/navstevnik

Place of Wishes
★ by expressing a wish and ringing a bell your desire will fly to heavenly heights to be heard
★ a new monument dedicated to Master Konrád – the founder of the most famous Gothic bell-foundry workshop in Slovakia
★ the chance to touch a medieval bell from the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries
www.spisskanovaves.eu/navstevnik

The Slovak Paradise National Park
★ in immediate vicinity of the town
★ the second most visited destination of Slovakia
★ 120 km of marked cycling tracks and 300 km of marked tourist paths at disposal
★ 8 educational paths and 11 educational localities
★ adrenaline climbing in the gorges – ladders, bridges, climbing irons
★ 25 splendid waterfalls
★ Tomášovský Viewpoint (known from the movie Dragon Heart)
★ Kláštorisko – ruins of the Carthusian monastery
★ the highest density of butterflies in Slovakia
★ Priešom Hornádu – the longest river canyon in Slovakia
★ Dobšinská Ice Cave – the largest ice cave in Slovakia (UNESCO)
www.spisskanovaves.eu/navstevnik
3-day family stay includes:

★ 2x accommodation with breakfast at the Hotel PREVEZA**
★ family dinner in the hotel restaurant on the day of arrival
★ free entry to lido and indoor swimming pool during the whole stay, Ceragem massage
★ ascent to the highest church tower in Slovakia
★ visit of the Place of Wishes
★ free entry to the ZOO and AQUATERRA Pavilion
★ ZOO souvenir for children
★ free entry to the MONKEYLAND High Rope Park

Stay starts with dinner on the first day and ends with breakfast on the third day.

Accommodation – Hotel PREVEZA**
★ 10 minutes walk from the town centre
★ lido and indoor swimming pool are situated in the hotel area (2 indoor and 4 outdoor swimming pools, slide, playgrounds, attractions), Ceragem massage available.

Package price:
★ 129 € / 3-member family (2 adults + 1 child under 15 y.)
★ 169 € / 4-member family (2 adults + 2 children under 15 y.)

Package is valid from April 20th until October 20th.

Information and ordering:
Hotel PREVEZA**  www.hotel-preveza.sk
+421 53/416 63 01, recepcia@hotel-preveza.sk
TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRE  www.spisskanovaves.eu/tic
+421 53/442 82 92, +421 53/429 82 93, tic@spisskanovaves.eu
Attractions in a close vicinity:

- Spiš Castle - the largest castle complex in Central Europe (UNESCO)
- Dreveník - the largest calc tuff formation in Slovakia
- Levoča - the highest Gothic altar in Slovakia (UNESCO)
- Spišská Kapitula - ecclesiastical town (UNESCO)
- Markušovce - mansion and summer house
- Dardanely - museum of historical furniture and musical instruments
- Castles in Kežmarok and Stará Ľubovňa
- The High Tatras National Park
- 400 km of marked cycling tracks